10mm Shops (Low Relief)
B10-MW-040 (Complete)
(Components: B10-MW-140 / 190 / 240)
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and remember
to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in place while
you allow glue to dry.
Foyer (B10-MW-140)

Take the three walls and internal support from the
sprue.

Glue the support to the back of the front wall.

We suggest you paint your model at this point.
See below for painting guide.

Attach the two sides.

Take the columns

Glue these to the model.
Add the balconies (in the positions of your choice.

Middle (B10-MW-190)

Take the three walls and internal support from the
sprue.

Glue the support to the back of the front wall.

Attach the two sides.

Glue the supports into place, pointing towards the
bottom of the model.

We suggest you paint your model at this point.
See below for painting guide.

Add the balconies (in the positions of your choice.
Roof (B10-MW-240)

Take the three walls and roof from the sprue.

Glue them together as shown above.

We suggest you paint your model at this point.
See below for painting guide.

Glue the supports into place, pointing towards the
bottom of the model.

Add the balconies (in the positions of your choice.

The completed model.
Painting Guide
Once the basic model had been constructed, we sprayed it with a red-oxide colour car undercoat.
The central “building” was painted dark green.
The right-hand “building” was painted dark blue.
We then picked out the window frames, doors and stonework detail in a cream colour.
The columns and balconies were sprayed with a white car undercoat before they were removed from the sprue.

